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What is the spin of a quantum particle?


Through spin we will learn about basis choices and measurements


Understand the concept of commutability and how it relates to 

simultaneity of measurement


Define quantum numbers by a complete set of commuting 

observables (CSCO) which parametrise a state

Overview



Brief recap
->Considered B-S in classical & all dese.

- More splitters/phase-diftes/Rinous &MEintofrater.

-> compared interpretations !
ClassicalEM wave/particlevs. quarturepleators.

-> Found contradiction inclassical explanation
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Quantum spin
-Inpoliteisinttaee
-> Anspin: -
· Thile of as a tingmaguto,

u

/ spin up or
down ,

I no linger cout, discrete

· How can we observe?

->Fund. Particles(1, 2, W, H,..) have intrinsic property
known as spice.

-> Classicalspin (E):

· Rotating charge =) B-field (RHrule)
=> magnet!

E.g.Earth!

· Dirk of fieldlines as spin & RHrale=) spincan
pointin any

dir" (cnt.)
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--- rotatingchange => cantspin.· If em Leg
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- Quantum spin: BEN

L
· I pin no longer cent, but
descrete.

· E.g. eis eitherspin
or

spin to
· How was thisobserved



Stern-Gerlach Experiment
->Recall:Total anyman. I =I+1:I
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Stern-Gerlach Experiment
3 Avantum interpretation:I pin quantized => Sz

=+ or - k

> Cam write
state as:14) =a (T) +B (4):1CIBI)

4(:74(9)
> E: Whatwould happen =>Measurement: S== I
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Quantum Explanation 3

3 From thisexperimentalone we willdeciover

quartu #'s (e.g. Sz), non-commutingoperators

& simultaneous measurement.

> Consider[Gestaps: 15)
X

1) 14) =[(4)
+Blt)

1)
100%

A:Sz
=

+Yz 100%

2) 14) =a1 -x) +B(t) 1- 50%

&( -x) =+(1k
+1+))

E

What does thismean?
SO

Is itbath Sa&SE?



Quantum Decription
-z

ITS
>

⑳ L

z

-147>Recall:Block sphere, can write ·1-)=
...I

any qubit
(or 2-state) as:

1x=(14+i(+3)((x
+1)

143 =c000x 14) + ePen1+) ⑧

113

> Ergenstates14,4) & It.4) lie in athegonal bases.

E) OperatorsEnd 52are new-comuniting. I
> One more E.g. for feel:

50%

14) =21k +B(t)
14=(1-+1=3)

50%

Check! 12) =t(14) -1)
↓

Check Black
sphere!



Basis Transformations
3 Whatoperatorsrepresent the S-9'gets'?

>Consider z-basis of we can represent:

14 =(!) &(t)
=(i)

In thisbasis:Smy,z=Jay,z/2:
Ma=(ib)

E-y =(ii)↳ inline uz
=(i

=1)

>Operatoron a stateina
basis (neck)

must be diagonal -in z-basis z5z-

(4)5z14) =x10t):2)(i) =+kw

>Measurementof spin i E (1)5z(t) =(01) +(=)(i)
= -br

((4)5x,y)k)
=(+)5n,y)d) =0v(check)

In general a meanementinad of a proprityof
a

quantia state. (4/14)
=quantum #



Basis Transformations
Imultaneity:(8, n) 14) =(a)(4)
n
commutator

If 20,,]=0
=annotbe mercured

sit

=>opectorsorbbeyond inmy
basis.

3 Ind II cannotbe measured looknown) Imillanearly 1

↓ # ne(5n,5=3 =u((ii)(!) - (0:)(ii)3
D

chack!

(Y) - (!)

=>Sx,y, zis unique quantum It's

. Other non-commentingobservables

x&4 S
t& E, etc...

-

=>HMP5xp>5



Quantum superposition means a state can be linearly composed 

of two or more basis states


Basis states must be chosen with observable in mind, always pick 

appropriate basis to simplify your life! (useful for Q.C.)


Measurements defined by expectation value of an operator


Not all observables are measurable simultaneously, to check this 

check that the operators commute when applied to a state

Summary of lectures



Extras (CSCO)


